CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

_The Legend of de Marco_ tells about a successful young man namely Rocco. He has a company called De Marco International. Then, it was known that Rocco has a gloomy past. He was born by a shame of his mother. His mother was a high-class prostitute worker and his father is a well-known as rich man from Italy. This work was written by Abby Green who describes the process in achieving self-actualization. This chapter tells about the final result of the analysis of chapter III.

The result is that Rocco has many characteristics. They are ambitious, romantic, wary, kind, and suspicious. Those characteristics that Rocco has describe about person who is experiencing the process self-actualization.

Rocco does not have any difficulties in fulfilling his psychological needs. All the psychological needs such as food, drink, sleep and sex are fulfilled well. He also has the other needs called safety needs. It is also fulfilled well. He is backed by some bodyguards which they are pleased to protect Rocco in any cost. There is also a need called love and belongingness where it is important for him. He and Gracie love each other. As a boss he also makes friend with everyone.

Rocco has fulfilled his esteem need by becoming a host in charity agenda of his company. He feels satisfied about that. Besides, he and Honora Winthrop become interesting news. Their picture shows up as on a cover of London Newspaper. After he fulfilled psychological needs, safety needs, love and belongingness, and esteem needs, he can fulfil next needs, which is self-actualization. Self-actualization is the highest needs.
Rocco has fulfilled his needs as human and he successfully achieves self-actualization as the peak of human necessary things when he is a boss. At this peak position, Rocco feels the maximum satisfaction and so much pride as a human. He uses all his potential to get his destiny which is a wealth and respectable man.